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characteristics of foods/beverages which increase satiation and/or decrease/delay
subsequent consumption without affecting acceptability. Systematic searches were
first undertaken to identify review articles investigating the effects of any sensory
and physical food characteristic on food intake. These articles provided some evi-
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dence that various textural parameters (aeration, hardness, homogeneity, viscosity,
physical form, added water) can impact food intake. Individual studies investigating
these effects while also investigating acceptability were then assessed. Thirty-seven
individual studies investigated a textural manipulation and provided results on
food intake and acceptability, 13 studies (27 comparisons, 898 participants)
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investigated effects on satiation, and 29 studies (54 comparisons, 916 participants)
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sons (random-effects models) demonstrated greater satiation (less weight consumed)

investigated effects on subsequent intake. Meta-analyses of within-subjects comparifrom food products that were harder, chunkier, more viscous, voluminous, and/or
solid, while demonstrating no effects on acceptability. Textural parameters had limited effects on subsequent consumption. Between-subjects studies and sensitivity
analyses confirmed these results. These findings provide some evidence that textural
parameters can increase satiation without affecting acceptability. The development
of harder, chunkier, more viscous, voluminous, and/or solid food/beverage products
may be of value in reducing overconsumption.
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

formulation of more-satiating food and/or beverage products. In turn,
this development would likely facilitate appetite regulation and weight

Overweight and obesity currently affect a majority of adults and an

management at the population level, with potential benefits for the

increasing number of children worldwide, to the detriment of health,

prevention and treatment of overweight and obesity.4,5 Accordingly,

well-being, and optimal functioning.

1

Overweight is caused by a

this review aimed to establish the sensory and physical characteristics

period of sustained excess food intake relative to energetic need.2,3

of foods/beverages which increase satiation and/or decrease or delay

This sustained positive energy balance suggests that the process of

subsequent consumption, while maintaining acceptability.

appetite regulation, with increased desire to eat when the body
senses a decreased energy supply and reduced appetite when energy
is replete, is unable to cope adequately with the modern environment,

2

|

OVERVI EW

particularly in those with genetic predispositions favoring weight
gain.4,5 Among many approaches to better understand this, one focus

We sought to identify all individual studies in which the sensory or

has been to explore the extent to which ingestion suppresses appe-

physical properties of a food were manipulated and where an effect

tite, either by controlling the size of meals (often referred to as satia-

on acceptability was assessed. Considerable work already exists on

tion) or by inhibiting the desire to eat after consumption. To that end,

the sensory and physical characteristics that impact satiation and/or

considerable research has examined the extent to which satiation and

subsequent consumption; thus, to guide and focus our approach, we

subsequent consumption can be influenced by modifying the sensory

pre-specified two related research questions.

and physical characteristics of the ingested product, with the intention
of promoting the development of newer products that better promote
appetite regulation.6–9

3

|

RQ 1

Commonly examined sensory aspects include tastes, olfactory
cues, and color, whereas relevant physical characteristics include fea-

What are the food sensory and physical characteristics which increase

tures such as food form, viscosity, and hardness, and many reviews

satiation and/or decrease/delay subsequent consumption?

highlight the impact of these characteristics on concurrent and subsequent food intake.10–15 However, a key issue faced by studies that try
and alter the sensory or physical characteristics of food/beverage

4
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RQ 2

products is that these manipulations may also alter their hedonic characteristics. Any consequent change in liking may be problematic for

Which of these food sensory and physical characteristics maintain or

two main reasons. Firstly, overall liking for a product is itself a

have no negative impact on acceptability?

key driver of food selection and short-term consumption.3,14,16–18

To address RQ1, systematic searches were undertaken to identify

Repeated studies demonstrate the increased selection and consump-

review articles that summarized the effects of any food sensory

tion of foods that are reported as liked.3,14,16–18 Because reduced

and/or physical characteristic on satiation and/or subsequent con-

intake of a product is used as a key measure of satiation, if a sensory

sumption. Following the identification of relevant reviews, data on all

manipulation results in reduced intake and reduced liking, it is possible

sensory and/or physical food characteristics were extracted, this

that the effect of the manipulation on intake is, in part, mediated by

evidence was discussed among the research team, and based on this

its effect on liking. Likewise, some studies also suggest greater subse-

evidence, the team agreed which food characteristics may have the

quent consumption or a faster return of hunger following the con-

potential to increase satiation and/or decrease/delay subsequent con-

sumption of liked foods compared to those that are less liked.17–19

sumption. To address RQ2, all articles investigating the agreed impact-

Studies on subsequent consumption typically require the intake of a

ful food characteristics were sought. Data were subsequently

fixed portion of a food product. If the product manipulation results in

extracted and analyzed from all independent studies that included a

reduced liking, being required to eat all of a less liked product could

sensory/physical manipulation, a measure of satiation and/or subse-

modify subsequent appetite not through an effect related to fullness

quent consumption, and a measure of acceptability.

but as a result of the experience of having to consume something less

For both research questions, we defined food sensory and physical

liked.9,17,18 In both cases, changes in liking could invalidate any con-

characteristics as the sensory or physical aspects of a food irrespective

clusions on the effects of a food characteristic on appetite control.

of macronutrient or micronutrient content, that is, taste, flavor, tex-

The second issue is the key role of liking in consumer choice.16–19

ture. We characterized an impact on satiation as a reduction in meal

Because the aim of studies which try to alter food intake by manipu-

duration or size; and we characterized a decrease or delay in subse-

lating the sensory and/or physical characteristics of products is to

quent consumption as either a relative delay in subsequent consump-

provide consumers with products that could reduce energy intake,

tion, suppression of appetite, or reduced food intake at a subsequent

reduced liking for these modified products could undermine any

meal. For clarity, we considered subsequent consumption as one

potential consumer benefits by acting as a deterrent to choice.

aspect of the broader concept of “satiety”. We chose to focus on sub-

Consensus on the food characteristics that impact food intake

sequent consumption to ensure distinction between this and satiation

without also impacting product liking would be beneficial for the

(concurrent consumption) and to allow a focus on behavior. Further,

3
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we defined acceptability as any positive response to a food, for exam-

investigated impacts of that/those properties on satiation and/or sub-

ple, subjective ratings of liking, palatability, enjoyment, or pleasant-

sequent consumption using validated measures; offered a review of

ness, or behavioral measures of preference, choice, willingness to try,

the literature; included studies conducted in healthy human adults;

or willingness to buy. For all variables of interest, we focused on rela-

and were published in the last 10 years in peer-reviewed journals as

tive differences between food characteristics, satiation, subsequent

full papers. We also included reviews that focused on possible mecha-

consumption, and acceptability—we did not use standards to describe

nisms by which sensory and physical properties may impact on food

absolute effects.

intake, for example, reviews on oral processing. We did not search
specifically for these reviews, but these may have provided relevant
evidence.

4.1

Review registration

|

Review articles were excluded if they focused entirely on animal
studies; focused entirely on studies assessing satiation or subsequent

The review was registered on PROSPERO (ID: CRD42019119458)

consumption using non-validated methods, for example, questionnaire

prior to commencement. We undertook all work as detailed in the

measures of food choice, or involved only neural, physical, or hor-

registration, but refinements were made to some of the pre-specified

monal measures of satiation or subsequent consumption without

study inclusion criteria after considering the evidence available. These

corresponding behavioral outcomes; focused entirely on studies

refinements are detailed below and in the Supporting Information.

assessing food safety or food (in)security; focused entirely on the
microbiological aspects of foods; or focused entirely on children, older

RQ1. What are the food sensory and physical characteristcs which
increase satiation or decrease/delay subsequent consumption?

individuals (>65 years), patient groups, pregnant women, or individuals with food allergies/intolerances, or appetite or eating disorders.
Review articles were also excluded if they focused entirely on
macronutrients, unless specific macronutrients were known to have

4.2

Methods

|

an impact on the sensory or physical properties of a food. Reviews
were included if they focused on specific ingredients where those

4.2.1

|

Searches

ingredients were known to impact on sensory or physical characteristics, for example, low-calorie sweeteners (LCS), spices, or water, but

Systematic searches were undertaken to identify all review articles

we did not include reviews of ingredients that do not alter sensory or

published in the last 10 years that detailed the effects of any food

physical characteristics, for example, micronutrients, or that did not

sensory and/or physical characteristic/s on satiation and/or subse-

provide information on sensory or physical characteristics, for

quent consumption. Only review articles were sought given the exis-

example, LCS versus sugars or LCS that are encapsulated.

ting work in this area, and articles published in the last 10 years were
considered sufficient to cover all individual studies; that is, recent
reviews would cover old as well as new individual studies. Searching

4.2.3

|

Review article selection

for review articles as opposed to independent studies was intended to
maximize our use of existing work, while ensuring the search and

Searches were undertaken by one reviewer (KA), search results were

review task remained manageable.

downloaded into Endnote, and all search results were screened by

Three academic databases, Scopus, Web of Science and the

two researchers independently (KA, AN) based on title and abstract.

Cochrane Library, were searched over 2008–2018 using a search

Full texts of all potentially relevant reviews were gained and screened

string that combined terms to denote (1) sensory or physical charac-

for suitability by two researchers independently (KA, AN), and coding

teristics; (2) satiation or subsequent consumption; and (3) a review.

agreed. Relevant data from all reviews were subsequently extracted

These databases were used to capture articles from the following dis-

independently and agreed by two reviewers (EAR, KA, JB, KdG, HK,

ciplines: medicine, nutrition, psychology, food science, sensory sci-

AN, SV, MY). Data extraction was undertaken using a project-specific

ence, consumer sciences, consumer behavior, and marketing. Full

data extraction sheet, developed for the project, and trialed by two

details of the search strings are given in the Supporting Information.

reviewers (KA, AN) prior to use by all reviewers.

Alongside database searches, reference lists of included articles
were also searched for further relevant articles, and we included
review articles of which we were aware. Our intention was to

4.2.4

|

Outcomes from review articles

consider as many review articles as possible.
Data were extracted from each review on the food sensory or physical characteristic/s of the study; the reported effects on satiation and

4.2.2

|

Review article inclusion

the evidence provided in the review for this/these effect/s; the
reported effects on subsequent consumption and the evidence pro-

Review articles were included in the review if they considered one or

vided in the review for this/these effect/s; and on risk of bias. Risk of

more clearly defined sensory or physical property/ies of a food;

bias was assessed using the a measurement tool to assess systematic

4
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reviews (AMSTAR) system for assessing the quality of systematic

mechanisms by which impacts would be achieved, such as oral

reviews.20 Many of the reviews identified by our searches were not

processing. Some articles only addressed our research question indi-

systematic, but the AMSTAR system was used in preference to no

rectly. Articles typically considered aspects of satiation and subse-

measure. Data were deemed appropriate for extraction based on the

quent consumption, and many articles did not distinguish between

inclusion and exclusion criteria for review article inclusion as above,

these aspects of food intake. Some evidence was poorly described in

plus some refinements. These refinements are detailed in the

individual review articles, but consensus was possible when articles

Supporting Information. Only published details were extracted—we

were considered with others on the same sensory/physical food char-

did not contact review authors.

acteristic. Three articles received a total of nine or over using the
AMSTAR system for rating systematic reviews, and an additional
12 articles received a total of seven or over. All other articles received

4.2.5

|

Data analysis

a total rating lower than 7 out of 11.

Extracted data were tabulated by food sensory or physical character-

Findings

istic, as described within each article. Review articles that provided

Of the range of sensory and physical food characteristics studied, the

evidence on several different food characteristics were included for

extracted data provided good evidence that physical form can

each characteristic. AMSTAR ratings were compiled to provide a score

increase satiation and delay subsequent consumption, and some evi-

of 11 for each article, where a higher score suggests lower potential

dence that: sensory variety can decrease satiation and increase subse-

bias. The table of extracted data was reviewed and discussed by the

quent intake; sweet taste has no or inconsistent effects on satiation

research team (EAR, KA, JB, KdG, HK, SV, MY), and the team agreed

and subsequent intake; texture (non-specific or varied), added air,

which sensory and physical properties effect satiation and/or subse-

water or volume, and greater oral exposure can increase satiation and

quent food consumption based on the extracted evidence. Each sen-

delay subsequent consumption; and that different fibers and different

sory and physical characteristic was considered independently, based

proteins have different effects on satiation and subsequent consump-

on the amount and quality of evidence gained from the reviews and

tion. Thus, to answer RQ1: physical form, texture (non-specific or

on the consistency of effects as reported in that evidence. When dis-

varied), added air, water or volume, and some fibers and proteins can

cussing the extracted data, preference was given to the data from the

increase satiation and/or delay subsequent consumption. Considering

review articles scoring ≥9 and secondarily to reviews scoring ≥7 on

our focus on product formulation without altering food composition,

the AMSTAR system.

for RQ2, we choose to look further at all studies investigating food
form, texture (non-specific or varied), and/or added air or water.
These food characteristics can all be described as textural parameters.

4.2.6

|

Results

RQ2: Which of these food sensory and physical characteristics
maintain (have no negative impact on) acceptability?

Search results
Database searches were conducted on January 31, 2019. These
searches resulted in the detection of 11,597 possible reviews, and a

4.3

Methods

|

total of 7281 articles remained following deduplication. Of these,
168 full texts were assessed against our study inclusion criteria, and

4.3.1

|

Searches

additional identification resulted in the inclusion of a further 18 articles, resulting in inclusion of 186 review articles in total. Of these,

All reviews that were described as investigating textural parameters

178 review articles were finally included in the first part of our review.

for RQ1, were subsequently used to identify relevant individual stud-

The results of all searches are provided in the preferred reporting

ies. Reviews described as focussing on other sensory or physical food

items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA) diagram in

characteristics were not screened further. This included the reviews

Figure 1.

that focused on the effects of fibers and proteins.21,22 All individual
articles providing evidence on the impacts of textural parameters on
satiation and subsequent consumption were obtained, and subse-

4.2.7

|

Included review articles

quently screened for relevance to address RQ2.

All review articles were obtained and all data extracted and compiled
by July 31, 2019. A summary of all considered review articles and

4.3.2

|

Study inclusion

extracted data is given in Table 1. Articles ranged from formal systematic reviews with meta-analyses to commentaries and opinions; the

Studies were considered suitable for inclusion at this stage if they:

majority were non-systematic. Articles focused on a single sensory or

considered one or more clearly defined sensory or physical property/

physical food property, for example, sweet taste, or included a range

ies of a food; included a clearly defined manipulation of the sensory

of sensory or physical food properties, or focused more on the

or

physical

property/ies;

investigated

impacts

of

that/those

5
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FIGURE 1

PRISMA diagram

properties, and reported results on satiation and/or subsequent con-

drink; or if the comparison was between a solid food and a liquid bev-

sumption using validated behavioral measures, such as test meal

erage. Impacts on food intake of solid versus liquid food/beverage

intake; included results for acceptability; used an experimental design

items are well known;10,12–14 therefore, only studies investigating

(within or between groups); included a comparator; were conducted

effects of physical form where reformulation may be possible were

in human adults aged 18–65 years, with no clinical diagnosis (i.e., not

considered, for example, where a solid candy was reformulated as a

patient groups), not pregnant, no food allergies/intolerances, appetite

semi-solid jelly, or a solid food was reformulated as a semi-solid soup.

or eating disorders; and were reported in a peer-reviewed paper publi-

Studies on macronutrients or behaviors such as eating rate were

shed in English.

included only if a sensory or physical difference between conditions

Only comparisons where the sensory or physical manipulation
was

the

clear

dominant

manipulation,

and

where

was clearly reported. Studies were included regardless of the direction

product

of manipulation; that is, studies were included regardless of whether

reformulation may be possible were included, for example, if product

the usual formulation was compared with formulations with stronger

ingredients and macronutrient content also differed this was not con-

or weaker textural parameters. Many studies included several compar-

sidered, for example, when comparing a dairy yoghurt and a syrup

isons, for example, semi-solid versus semi-liquid versus liquid. In this

13 reviews

9 reviews

15 reviews, of which 1 received a 9+ AMSTAR score
and 2 received a 7+ AMSTAR score

2 reviews

3 reviews

2 reviews

8 reviews, of which 2 received a 7+ AMSTAR score

4 reviews

3 reviews

2 reviews

13 reviews, of which 2 received a 7+ AMSTAR score

41 reviews, of which 1 received a 9+ AMSTAR score,
and 3 received a 7+ AMSTAR score

31 reviews, of which 3 received a 7+ AMSTAR score

18 reviews, of which 1 received a 9+ AMSTAR score,
and 3 received a 7+ AMSTAR score

19 reviews, of which 1 received a 7+ AMSTAR score

7 reviews, of which 1 received a 7+ AMSTAR score

Sensory variety

Taste/flavor intensity

Sweet taste

Fat taste

Salt taste

Umami taste

Specific tastes (ginger,
chili, cinnamon)

Aroma

Color

Shape

Volume, aeration and
added water

Food form (solid vs.
semi-solid vs. liquid)

Texture (non-specific or varied)

Fibers

Proteins

Oral processing

Greater oral processing increases satiation and SFI

Different proteins may increase or decrease satiation
and SFI

Different fibers may increase or decrease satiation
and SFI

Greater texture results in increased satiation and
reduced SFI

Greater solidity/less fluidity results in increased
satiation and reduced SFI

Greater volume, aeration and water results in
increased satiation and reduced SFI

Inconsistent effects on satiation

Inconsistent effects on satiation

No effects on satiation or SFI

Specific tastes may increase satiation and reduce SFI

Inconsistent effects on satiation and SFI

Salt taste may increase satiation and reduce SFI

Fat taste may increase satiation and reduce SFI

No effects or inconsistent effects on satiation and SFI

Limited inconsistent impacts on satiation

Greater variety decreases satiation and increases SFI,
inconsistent effects on sensory specific satiety

Impacts on satiation and
subsequent food intake (SFI)

Some reviews with meta-analyses, several individual
studies

Several individual studies

Several reviews, some systematic, many individual
studies

Limited narrative reviews, several individual studies

Many reviews, some systematic, with large numbers
of studies and/or meta-analyses, many individual
studies

Some reviews, one with meta-analyses, limited
individual studies

Limited individual references

Limited individual references

Limited individual references

Limited individual references

Limited individual references

Limited individual references

Limited individual references

Several systematic reviews, with large numbers of
studies and/or meta-analyses, several individual
studies

Limited individual studies

Several reviews, several individual studies

Evidence providedd

Abbreviation: SFI, subsequent food intake.
a
At this stage, food characteristics were classified using reviewers classifications or classifications from the reviews themselves; thus, there is likely to be some overlap.
b
Number of review articles includes total number of review articles, including number of review articles given a score of 9+ from the AMSTAR ratings, and number of review articles given a score of 7+ from the
AMSTAR ratings.21 There is again likely to be some overlap between food characteristics.
c
Some reviews provided evidence on several food characteristics; thus, the apparent number of review articles is more than the actual number considered.
d
At this stage, we did not investigate the evidence provided; thus, some evidence is likely to be repeated in different reviews.

Number of review articles
providing evidenceb,c

Summary of the evidence provided on each food sensory or physical property as gained from the review articles

Sensory or physical
food characteristica

TABLE 1

6
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case all relevant comparisons were considered, but only aspects of a

Intention-to-Treat [ITT] analysis); discrepancy between number of

study relevant to the sensory or physical manipulation were included,

participants that enter the study and number that complete the study

for example, if a study investigated impacts of viscosity and portion

(dropout); and measures relevant to the review included in the

size, only the parts of the study relevant to the viscosity manipulation

method section, but for which results were not reported (incomplete

were considered.

outcome reporting). These domains were selected as aspects of stud-

Only studies that reported results from a behavioral measure of

ies that were likely to be relevant and likely to have been reported.

satiation and/or subsequent intake were included; to limit the work to

For each domain, risk of bias was judged as “low”, “high”, or

studies that addressed energy intake, we excluded studies that only

“unclear”, based on published information. The criteria for each judg-

reported appetite ratings. If intake outcomes were assessed at several

ment are given in the Supporting Information. Studies were included

time points, data for the actual meal (satiation), the first meal after a

in the review regardless of risk of bias. All data were extracted by two

preload, and total intake over the period were considered. If accept-

reviewers independently (EAR, KA, JB, LG, AN, SV, MY), using a

ability outcomes were measured at several time points, priority was

project-specific data extraction sheet, piloted prior to use by all

given to measures taken after the first taste, as a measure unaffected

reviewers. Discordances were resolved within each reviewer pair.

by subsequent potential impacts of consumption and as the most
common measure used, but measures taken after consumption of a
full portion were also considered. Measures of acceptability that may

4.3.4

|

Data analysis

be affected by consumption itself, for example, fullness and nausea,
were not considered. Measures were also not considered if it was

Extracted data were tabulated by food sensory or physical character-

unclear that they reflected a hedonic feature of a food, for example,

istic in relation to satiation and/or subsequent consumption, to detail

measures of taste intensity. Studies that only measured acceptability

methodology, findings, and risk of bias. Data were collected at the

as part of the study inclusion criteria or only in other participants, for

group level as published (we did not collect individual-level data). Sati-

example, as part of a pilot study, were not included. Studies that

ation, subsequent consumption and acceptability data were also sub-

aimed to ensure comparability between manipulations in acceptability,

sequently combined using meta-analyses, where possible. Where

and then subsequently checked this, were included. Studies were

manipulations involved several characteristics, for example, increased

included regardless of study duration, regardless of their incorporation

thickness and added particles, the manipulation was classified based

of a food characteristic in a simple or complex food, and regardless of

on the most dominant characteristic as published.

number of exposures to the target foods/beverages.

For the meta-analyses, unadjusted mean and standard deviation

Some evidence in the review articles came from other reviews.

data (converted from standard error data where necessary) were

These were checked for suitability for inclusion in the first part of the

corrected to ensure comparable direction in all measures, and ana-

work and included there if appropriate, otherwise these reviews were

lyzed as standardized mean difference (SMD) with 95% confidence

discarded. Some additional studies were also added if we were aware

intervals (CIs), using Hedge's adjusted g to allow a correction for small

of these, and they had not been already identified. Again, our inten-

sample sizes. Estimates were made using random-effects models pri-

tion was to identify as many studies as possible that may address our

marily to allow for heterogeneity between studies.24,25 Fixed effects

research question.

models were also applied as sensitivity analyses. Analyses included
only studies using a within-subjects design due to the greater number
of these studies, and included an adjustment for the reduced within-

4.3.3

|

Study selection

study variance in studies using a within-subjects design, assuming a
correlation between conditions of r = 0.7.26 Effects of the different

All evidence was reviewed by two reviewers independently (EAR, KA,

sensory or physical manipulations were investigated using subgroup

JB, LG, AN, SV, MY) and first classified as a review article or individual

analyses, and compared using chi-square tests. Analyses were con-

study. Data were then extracted from each study, including details of

ducted on individual comparisons using ITT data (based on number of

the sensory or physical manipulation, measures and results for satia-

participants at study entry) where these data were provided. Where

tion and/or subsequent intake, measures and results for acceptability,

alternative data were provided, all aspects of these data (N, means,

and risk of bias. Risk of bias was assessed using several domains,

standard deviations) were used for analyses as published. Where stud-

based on those recommended by the Cochrane collaboration23 and

ies included multiple conditions, for example, solid versus semi-solid

using specific criteria for assessing key aspects of potential bias in

versus liquid, each condition was treated as an independent compari-

studies using within-subjects designs. These domains were: relevant

son. Studies were also divided into individual comparisons based on

analysis is the primary research question; comparability between tar-

systematic differences between two versions of the preload (not rele-

get condition and control; participant awareness of study purpose;

vant to the manipulation/s of interest), for example, high versus low

(for

effects;

energy; if several different foods were assessed separately in the

(for within-subjects designs) consideration for carryover effects; dis-

same study; and/or if assessments were made at several time points,

crepancy between number of participants that entered the study and

for example, at the start and end of a repeated exposure study. Where

number

studies were divided into more than one comparison, numbers of

within-subjects

that

are

designs)

included

consideration

in

analyses

of

(the

order

equivalent

of

8
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participants were divided across the number of comparisons. Where

designs,38,51 and two studies involved only 9 or 10 participants,35 but

studies provided suitable data both before and after a repeated expo-

all other studies involved 33–132 participants. Studies used a range

sure phase, only the data from before the exposure phase were

of test foods and beverages to provide 27 different comparisons—1

included in analyses, as a result of the number of studies available.

investigating effects of aeration, 7 investigating effects of hard versus

Missing standard deviation data for one study were imputed using

soft textures, 4 investigating effects of chucky versus smooth tex-

standard deviation data from other studies using the same outcome

tures, 6 investigating effects of thick versus thin viscosities, and

27

measure.

Heterogeneity between studies was investigated using

9 comparisons investigating effects of physical form—either semi-solid

Higgins' I-squared statistic.28,29 Possible sources of heterogeneity

versus liquid (N = 7), semi-solid versus semi-liquid (N = 1) or semi-

were identified a priori, to include publication bias and risk of bias.

liquid versus liquid (N = 1). The test foods used were complex meals

Publication bias was investigated using funnel plot asymmetry.30

(beef, veg and potato meal, potato-topped beef pie), complex meal

Effects of risk of bias were investigated using sensitivity analyses

components (hamburgers, rice salad), simple meal components

which included only the studies considered at low risk of bias for good

(luncheon meat, meat replacers, porridge), snack items (extruded corn

comparability between the target and control conditions and for the

snacks, candy, dairy products) and some “model foods” specifically

use of ITT analyses. Exploratory subgroup analyses investigating the

constructed for testing purposes. The majority of manipulations were

differing effects of texture on satiation based on differences in

conducted on commercially available food/beverage products that

acceptability between the two textural manipulations were also con-

were modified to increase or decrease the textural parameters for

ducted. To carry out these analyses, studies were divided by a median

comparisons. In all studies, food/beverage intake was assessed at the

split based on difference in acceptability after first taste between the

time of consumption as necessitated for a test of satiation. Intake was

two textural manipulations, and analyzed for effects of texture on

measured as weight consumed in all comparisons and as energy con-

satiation in the two subgroups—high versus low differences in accept-

sumed in 13 comparisons. One study provided data on time taken to

ability between textural manipulations. Analyses were undertaken in

finish consuming a food product as a measure of satiation.55 Accept-

Stata, version 16.0 (StataCorp LLC, Texas, USA).

ability was assessed using measures of pleasantness (N = 12), liking
(N = 11), and palatability (N = 2) (as detailed by the authors in the text
on the measures provided), and was assessed at first taste for all com-

4.4

Results

|

parisons, and also after consumption of a full food/beverage item for
seven comparisons. No other measures of acceptability were found.

Data collection for RQ2 ceased on September 4, 2020. A total of

Details of risk of bias for each study are provided in Supporting

130 articles from the review evidence of RQ1 provided evidence on

Information Table S2. All studies investigated effects of texture on

the effects on satiation and/or subsequent consumption, of various

satiation as a primary research question, and the majority of studies

textural parameters. Thirteen of these articles were review articles, six

were judged to be at low risk of bias on participant awareness, consid-

of which offered nine individual studies in addition to those already

eration of order effects and carryover effects in within-subjects

included. A further six studies were also added at this stage as a result

designs, dropout, and incomplete outcome reporting. Eight studies

of personal awareness. Of the total 132 individual studies, 37 were

(17 comparisons) were judged to be at high risk of bias due to possible

found to fit our inclusion criteria. Results of the search process are

differences between intervention and comparator aside from the

included in Figure 1.

texture manipulation,33,38,41,51,54,56,57,67 and seven studies (16 compar-

Textural parameters investigated were aeration, homogeneity
(a result of the presence of chunky versus smooth textures), hardness

isons) were judged to be at high risk of bias due to failure to conduct
ITT analyses.

(hard versus soft food textures), lubricity (wet versus dry food textures), viscosity (thin versus thick textures), physical form (the physical
state of the food as a solid, semi-soli, or liquid), and added water. An

4.5.2

|

Findings

overview of the individual studies31–67 included in the review is given
in Table 2. Full details of the individual studies are in the Supporting

Meta-analyses were conducted to investigate effects of the textural

Information.

parameters firstly on satiation, and secondly on acceptability. Analyses
for satiation included all 19 within-subjects comparisons that provided
unadjusted data on weight consumed, and the six within-subjects

4.5

Effects of textural parameters on satiation

|

comparisons that provided unadjusted data on energy consumed.
These analyses demonstrated lower weight consumed (SMD = −0.31

4.5.1

|

[95%CI −0.52, −0.11], 19 comparisons, 586 participants, I2 = 0%) and

Included studies

lower energy consumed (borderline significance) (SMD = −0.30 [95%
Thirteen studies undertook manipulations of textural parameters and

CI −0.63, 0.03], 6 comparisons, 219 participants, I2 = 0%) for foods/

33,35,38,40,41,48,

could contribute results on satiation and acceptability.

beverages that were harder, chunkier, thicker and more solid. There

51,54–57,65,67

were no differences between subgroups (weight consumed: χ2(4)

Information

Details of these studies are provided in Supporting
Table

S1.

Two

studies

used

between-subjects

= 4.62, p = 0.33; energy consumed: χ2(3) = 3.07, p = 0.38); thus, no
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T A B L E 2 Overview of the studies included in the review, including reference, textural parameter/s manipulated, and measurement of
concurrent (satiation) and/or subsequent consumption

Reference

Textural parameter
investigated

Measure of
satiationa,b

Osterholt et al.56

Aeration

Amount

59

Ratings

Aeration

Amount

Ratings

Flood and Rolls36

Chunky versus smooth

Amount

Ratings

Forde et al.38

Chunky versus smooth

Laboure et al.47

Chunky versus smooth

Amount, time

Ratings

Pritchard et al.57

Chunky versus smooth

Amount, time

Ratings

Tsuchiya et al.62

Chunky versus smooth

Amount

Ratings

Amount

Amount

Ratings

Bolhuis et al.

Hard versus soft

Amount

Lasschuijt et al.48

Hard versus soft

Amount

Zijlstra et al.67

Hard versus soft

Amount

Krop et al.46

Hard versus soft (and wet vs. dry)

Amount

Ratings

Thick versus thin

Amount

Ratings

Thick versus thin

Amount

Ratings

Thick versus thin

Amount

Ratings

Thick versus thin

Amount

Ratings

43

Thick versus thin

Amount

Ratings

Jensen et al.44

Thick versus thin

Amount

Ratings

Juvonen et al.

Thick versus thin

Amount

Ratings

Lett et al.50

Thick versus thin

Amount

Ratings

Amount, time

Ratings

Amount

Ratings

Almiron-Roig et al.

31

Bertenshaw et al.32
Camps et al.

34

Hovard et al.42
Jensen et al.

45

53

Mattes and Rothacker

Thick versus thin

McCrickerd et al.54

Thick versus thin

Amount

55

Mosca et al.

Thick versus thin

Amount, time

Yeomans and Chambers63

Thick versus thin

Yeomans et al.

64

Amount

Ratings

Ratings
Amount

Thick versus thin

Ratings
Ratings

Amount

Ratings
Ratings

De Wijk et al.35

Semi-solid versus liquid

Flood-Obbagy and Rolls37

Solid versus semi-solid,
semi-solid versus liquid

Amount

Ratings

Gadah et al.39

Solid versus semi-solid,
semi-solid versus liquid

Amount

Ratings

Amount

Hogenkamp et al.40

Semi-solid versus liquid

Amount

41

Hogenkamp et al.

Semi-solid versus liquid

Amount

Lavin et al.49

Solid versus semi-solid,
semi-solid versus liquid

Mars et al.51

Semi-solid versus liquid

Mattes

52

Rolls et al.58
Tournier and Louis-Sylvestre

61

Ratings

Ratings
Amount

Ratings

Amount

Ratings

Amount

Ratings

Solid versus semi-solid

Amount

Ratings

Solid versus semi-solid

Amount

Ratings

Amount

Solid versus semi-solid

Amount

Ratings

Zijlstra et al.65

Semi-solid versus liquid

Zijlstra et al.66

Semi-solid versus liquid

Amount

Ratings

Rolls et al.60

Water added

Amount

Ratings

Amount: amount of the food/beverage consumed;
Time: time to consume meal;
c
Amount: amount consumed in a subsequent snack/meal;
d
Time: time to next meal;
e
Ratings of liking, palatability, pleasantness or hedonics.
b

Measure of
acceptabilitye

Rolls et al.

33

a

Measure of subsequent
consumptionc,d

Amount

Ratings
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differences were found between the different types of textural

0.30 represents a reduction in energy consumed of approximately

manipulation. Similar results were also found in analyses of weight

285 kJ or 68 kcal. Forest plots for the analyses investigating the

35

Study 2) was removed

effects of all textural manipulations on satiation as measured using

(SMD = −0.32 [95%CI −0.53, −0.12], 18 comparisons, 576 partici-

weight consumed and energy intake are given in Figures 2 and 3,

pants, I2 = 0%). This study was conducted where oral exposure time

respectively.

consumed if one comparison (de Wijk et al.,

to both foods was controlled, and oral exposure is the likely mecha-

Analyses for acceptability included all 17 within-subjects compari-

nism through which texture may impact on satiation. Effect sizes are

sons that provided data on acceptability at first taste, and the seven

comparable in weight and energy consumed, but effects are more

comparisons that provided data on acceptability after consumption of

convincing for weight consumed, where CIs are narrower and further

a full food/beverage item. These analyses demonstrated no effects of

from 0. Effect sizes (SMD) of 0.31–0.32 represent a reduction in

texture on acceptability after first taste (SMD = −0.07 [95%CI −0.28,

weight consumed of approximately 50 g, and an effect size (SMD) of

0.14], 17 comparisons, 559 participants, I2 = 0%) or after complete

F I G U R E 2 Forest plot for the analysis
of all within-subjects comparisons
investigating the effects of texture on
satiation (weight consumed) using a
random-effects model. Contributing
comparisons are represented by a filled
square with horizontal lines, where the
area of the square depicts the
contribution of the study to the full
analysis, and the horizontal lines
demonstrate the 95%CIs for each study.
Studies depicted to the left of a 0 line
demonstrate a finding in favor of greater
texture (more aeration, chunky, hard,
semi-solid, thick), whereas those to the
right demonstrate a finding in favor of
lesser texture (less aeration, smooth, soft,
liquid, thin, respectively). The diamond at
the base of the plot represents the
combined effect (standardized mean
difference) with 95%CIs
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F I G U R E 3 Forest plot for the analysis
of all within-subjects comparisons
investigating the effects of texture on
satiation (energy consumed) using a
random-effects model. Contributing
comparisons are represented by a filled
square with horizontal lines, where the
area of the square depicts the
contribution of the study to the full
analysis, and the horizontal lines
demonstrate the 95%CIs for each study.
Studies depicted to the left of a 0 line
demonstrate a finding in favor of greater
texture (more aeration, chunky, hard,
semi-solid), whereas those to the right
demonstrate a finding in favor of lesser
texture (less aeration, smooth, soft, liquid,
respectively). The diamond at the base of
the plot represents the combined effect
(standardized mean difference) with
95%CIs

consumption (SMD = −0.12 [95%CI −0.45, 0.22], 7 comparisons, 209

sensitivity analyses and funnel plots are presented in the Supporting

participants, I2 = 0%). There were no differences between subgroups

Information.

(acceptability on first taste: χ2(4) = 4.64, p = 0.33; acceptability on
complete consumption: χ2(3) = 4.72, p = 0.19). An effect size (SMD)
of 0.07 equates to a difference in acceptability after first taste on a
100 mm scale of 1.4 mm. The Forest plot for the analysis investigating

4.6 | Effects of textural parameters on subsequent
consumption

the effects of all textural manipulations on acceptability in studies
measuring satiation is given in Figure 4. Exploratory subgroup ana-

4.6.1

|

Included studies

lyses also revealed no differences in the effects of texture on satiation
in subgroups based on differences in acceptability after first taste

Twenty-nine studies undertook textural manipulations and could con-

between the textural manipulations (weight consumed: χ2(1) = 2.09,

tribute results on subsequent test food intake and acceptability.31–34,

p = 0.15 (8 vs. 7 comparisons); energy consumed χ (1) = 0.07,

36,37,39,41–47,49–54,57–64,66

p = 0.79 [four vs. three comparisons]).

Supporting Information Table S3. Five of these studies contributed

2

Details of these studies are provided in

Similar effects were found using fixed-effect models, and find-

effects on satiation, but aspects relevant to subsequent consumption

ings from the studies using between-subjects designs also suggest

are also provided here. Four studies used between-subjects

lower weight and energy consumed from foods/beverages that

designs.39,46,51,64 Studies ranged in size from eight to 84 participants,

were harder, chunkier, thicker and more solid, with limited effects

and used a range of test foods and beverages to provide 54 different

on acceptability. The one study using a within-subjects design that

texture-based comparisons—2 investigating effects of aeration,

only reported mean data that were adjusted for acceptability also

3 investigating effects of hard versus soft textures, 11 investigating

54

found lower weight and energy consumed from thicker foods.

effects of chunky versus smooth textures, 17 investigating effects of

Similar effects were also found in the measures taken after an expo-

thick versus thin viscosities, 10 investigating effects of solid versus

sure period in studies involving repeated exposure. Funnel plots rev-

semi-solid physical form, 9 investigating effects of semi-solid versus

ealed limited evidence of publication bias. Studies that were judged

liquid physical form, and 2 comparisons investigating the effects of

low for risk of bias based on intervention/comparator comparability

adding water to a milkshake. Lubricity (wet versus dry food textures)

and the use of ITT analyses also suggested similar effects, although

was also studied secondary to hardness in two comparisons.46 The

the number of contributing studies was low. Results from the

test foods used were complex meals (beef, veg and potato meal,

12
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F I G U R E 4 Forest plot for the analysis
of all within-subjects comparisons
investigating the effects of texture on
acceptability at first taste in the studies
assessing satiation using a random-effects
model. Contributing comparisons are
represented by a filled square with
horizontal lines, where the area of the
square depicts the contribution of the
study to the full analysis, and the
horizontal lines demonstrate the 95%CIs
for each study. Studies depicted to the
left of a 0 line demonstrate a finding in
favor of greater texture (more aeration,
chunky, hard, semi-solid, thick), whereas
those to the right demonstrate a finding
in favor of lesser texture (less aeration,
smooth, soft, liquid, thin, respectively).
The diamond at the base of the plot
represents the combined effect
(standardized mean difference) with
95%CIs

potato-topped beef pie, chicken casseroles and soups, vegetable

meal following the preload were added to provide cumulative intake.

broths and soups), complex meal components (hamburgers, rice salad),

Intake was measured as energy consumed in all but two46 compari-

simple meal components (porridge), snack items (fruit, candy, dairy

sons and as weight consumed in 29 comparisons. Three studies pro-

products, milkshakes) and some model foods/beverages specifically

vided data on time taken to next meal as a measure of delay to

constructed for testing purposes. The majority of manipulations were

subsequent consumption.47,53,57 Acceptability was assessed using rat-

conducted on commercially available food/beverage products that

ings of pleasantness (N = 33), liking (N = 12), palatability (N = 8), and a

were modified to increase or decrease the textural parameters for

hedonic scale (N = 1) (as detailed in the text of each methods section)

comparisons. In all studies, the texture manipulation was given as a

and was assessed at first taste for 35 comparisons, and after con-

preload and intake was assessed at a subsequent test meal from

sumption of a full preload for 24 comparisons. No other measure of

immediately after the preload41 to a meal 5 h later.33,47 In most cases,

acceptability was reported.

the test meal was provided in a controlled setting, but in 12 compari-

Details of risk of bias are provided in Supporting Information

sons some food intake was undertaken in a free-living situation and

Table S4. All studies investigated effects of texture on subsequent

self-recorded. In 13 comparisons, intake data for more than the first

consumption as a primary research question, and the majority were
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judged to be at low or unclear risk of bias on participant awareness,

8 comparisons, 185 participants, I2 = 0%, χ2(3) for subgroups = 0.15,

consideration of order effects and carryover effects in within-subjects

p = 0.99) or weight consumed (SMD = 0.11 (95%CI −0.28, 0.50),

designs, dropout, and incomplete outcome reporting. Seventeen stud-

4 comparisons, 48 participants, I2 = 0%, χ2(1) for subgroups = 0.30,

ies (34 comparisons) were judged to be at high risk of bias due to pos-

p = 0.59). Initial effect sizes (SMD) represent a reduction in intake of

sible differences between intervention and comparator asides from

approximately 229 kJ (55 kcal) and approximately 25 g food weight.

the textural manipulation,31–33,36,37,39,42,46,47,49,51,53,54,57,59,60,66 and

Forest plots for the analyses investigating the effects of the textural

15 studies (31 comparisons) were judged to be at high risk of bias due

manipulations on subsequent consumption as measured using energy

to failure to conduct ITT analyses.

intake and weight consumed are given in Figures 5 and 6,
respectively.
Analyses for acceptability included all 25 within-subjects compari-

4.6.2

|

Findings

sons that provided data on acceptability at first taste, and the 12 comparisons that provided data on acceptability after consumption of a

Meta-analyses were conducted to investigate effects of all textural

full food/beverage item. These analyses demonstrate overall no

parameters firstly on subsequent consumption, and secondly on

effects of texture on acceptability after first taste (SMD = −0.02 [95%

acceptability. Analyses for subsequent consumption included all

CI −0.25, 0.21], 25 comparisons, 446 participants, I2 = 0%) or after

35 within-subjects comparisons that provided data on energy con-

complete consumption (SMD = −0.04 (95%CI −0.26, 0.34, 12 compari-

sumed and the 16 within-subjects comparisons that provided data on

sons, 264 participants, I2 = 0%). No differences were found between

weight consumed at the first meal after a preload, and on the 10 com-

subgroups in either analysis (acceptability at first taste: χ2(6) = 3.63,

parisons and 6 comparisons, respectively, that combined these assess-

p = 0.73; acceptability post consumption χ2(4) = 2.82, p = 0.59). An

ments with data from additional time points. These analyses

effect size (SMD) of 0.02 equates to a difference in acceptability on a

demonstrate limited differences in energy consumed (borderline sig-

100 mm scale of 0.4 mm. The Forest plot for the analysis investigating

nificance) (SMD = −0.18 [95%CI −0.37, 0.00], 35 comparisons, 691

the effects of the textural manipulations on acceptability in the studies

2

participants, I = 0%) and no differences in weight consumed (SMD =

investigating subsequent consumption is given in Figure 7.

−0.13 [95%CI −0.38, 0.13], 16 comparisons, 364 participants,

No effects were also found using fixed-effect models and from

I2 = 0%) at the first meal after a preload involving any texture manipu-

the studies using between-subjects designs. Similar effects were also

lation. There were no differences between subgroups (energy con-

found in the measures taken after an exposure period in relevant

sumed: χ (6) = 4.34, p = 0.63; weight consumed: χ (6) = 0.81,

studies. Funnel plots revealed limited evidence of publication bias.

p = 0.99); thus, no differences were found between the different

Studies that were judged low for risk of bias based on intervention/

types of textural manipulation. No effects were found where studies

comparator comparability and the use of ITT analyses also suggested

also included further measures of energy intake (SMD = 0.03 (95%CI

similar effects, although the number of contributing studies was low.

−0.37, 0.30), 10 comparisons, 209 participants, I = 0%, χ (4) for sub-

Results from the sensitivity analyses and funnel plots are presented in

groups = 0.82, p = 0.94) or further measures of weight consumed

the Supporting Information.

2

2

2

2

(SMD = 0.00 (95%CI −0.59, 0.59), 6 comparisons, 72 participants,
I2 = 0%, χ2(2) for subgroups = 0.37, p = 0.83). No effects were also
found in analyses of the first meal if studies allowing ad libitum con-

5
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sumption of the preload33,57 were excluded (energy intake: SMD =
−0.14 (95%CI −0.34, 0.07), 32 comparisons, 606 participants, I2 = 0%,

5.1

|

Findings of the review

χ2(5) for subgroups = 0.97, p = 0.97; weight consumed: SMD = 0.11
(95%CI −0.39, 0.17), 15 comparisons, 314 participants, I2 = 0%, χ2(5)

This work was undertaken to investigate the sensory and physical

for subgroups = 0.60, p = 0.99).

characteristics that increase satiation and/or decrease/delay subse-

Stronger effects in energy consumed at the first meal after a pre-

quent consumption, while maintaining acceptability. Systematic

load were found if three comparisons were removed that compared a

searches for articles that reviewed the existing literature on the

solid food that was “eaten with a knife and fork”/“from a … bowl”

effects of these food characteristics on food intake yielded

with a semi-solid soup that was “drunk from a bowl”/“served in a …

178 recently published articles, and from these 37 independent stud-

cup”.58,61 In these analyses, foods/beverages that were harder,

ies investigating the effects of food texture on satiation and/or subse-

chunkier, thicker and more solid resulted in less energy consumed

quent consumption while also assessing acceptability were identified.

(borderline significance) (SMD = −0.21 [95%CI −0.41, −0.02], 32 com-

Although the number of review articles found was high, few of

parisons, 654 participants, I2 = 0%), but no differences were found in

these were systematic, and several addressed our research question

weight consumed (SMD = −0.15 [95%CI −0.41, 0.11], 14 compari-

only indirectly. Some evidence was poorly described in individual

sons, 340 participants, I2 = 0%); there were no differences between

review articles, but taking all relevant review articles together, there

subgroups (energy consumed: χ (6) = 3.73, p = 0.71; weight con-

were consistent conclusions across reviews suggesting that various

sumed: χ2(6) = 0.79, p = 0.99); and no effects were found in further

textural parameters may increase satiation or decrease/delay subse-

measures of energy intake (SMD = −0.08 (95%CI −0.44, 0.27),

quent consumption. Thirty-seven independent studies investigated

2
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F I G U R E 5 Forest plot for the analysis of all within-subjects comparisons investigating the effects of texture on subsequent consumption
(energy consumed) using a random-effects model. Studies depicted to the left of a 0 line demonstrate a finding in favor of greater texture (more
aeration, chunky, hard, semi-solid, solid, thick, more water), whereas those to the right demonstrate a finding in favor of lesser texture (less
aeration, smooth, soft, liquid, semi-solid, thin, less water, respectively)

these effects while also assessing acceptability—13 studies (27 com-

deliberate assessment of acceptability; thus, all studies contributed

parisons, 898 participants) that investigated effects on satiation, and

directly to our research question. Studies included a range of textural

29 studies (54 comparisons, 916 participants) that investigated effects

manipulations, in a range of food/beverage products, and assessed

on subsequent intake.

effects using a variety of food intake scenarios, resulting in consider-

All individual studies were designed to investigate the effects of

able heterogeneity between studies in terms of methodology, but the

textural parameters on food intake and included at least one

majority of measurements were undertaken in the laboratory allowing
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F I G U R E 6 Forest plot for the analysis of all
within-subjects comparisons investigating the
effects of texture on subsequent consumption
(weight consumed) using a random-effects model.
Studies depicted to the left of a 0 line
demonstrate a finding in favor of greater texture
(more aeration, chunky, hard, semi-solid, solid,
thick, more water), whereas those to the right
demonstrate a finding in favor of lesser texture
(less aeration, smooth, soft, liquid, semi-solid, thin,
less water, respectively)

good control of environmental factors. Evidence for potential bias,

satisfaction, which is mostly determined by liking of taste and

including publication bias, was largely found to be low, but many stud-

appearance,68,69 as opposed to a more holistic appraisal of sensory

ies reported poor comparability between target manipulation and

satisfaction.70 Our findings thus relate specifically to the impacts of

comparator on aspects of a food/beverage product that were not

textural parameters on food intake while maintaining palatability.

under investigation, and several studies reported non-use of ITT
analyses.
All studies measured satiation and subsequent consumption in

5.2

|

Effects of food texture on satiation

terms of amount consumed, and measured acceptability using ratings
of palatability, including specific measures of palatability, liking, pleas-

In the 13 studies that investigated effects on satiation, enhancing

antness and hedonic quality. Palatability is a measure of sensory food

the textural nature of foods, such that products were harder,
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F I G U R E 7 Forest plot for the analysis of all within-subjects comparisons investigating the effects of texture on acceptability at first taste in
the studies assessing subsequent consumption using a random-effects model. Studies depicted to the left of a 0 line demonstrate a finding in
favor of greater texture (more aeration, chunky, hard, semi-solid, solid, thick, more water), whereas those to the right demonstrate a finding in
favor of lesser texture (less aeration, smooth, soft, liquid, semi-solid, thin, less water, respectively)

chunkier, more viscous, voluminous, and more solid reduced weight

of texture manipulation but the number of comparisons for each

and energy consumed, whereas palatability remained unchanged

different textural parameter was very low. Heterogeneity between

after both first taste and following consumption of the whole

study findings was low, and comparable results in all sensitivity ana-

product. Effect sizes were comparable in weight and energy con-

lyses strengthens these findings.

sumed, but these effects are more convincing for weight of food

These results suggest that the manipulation of texture may be a

consumed. No differences were found between the different types

useful strategy to reduce the amount consumed of a given product.
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These effects have previously been suggested to result from both

environmental factors, that may impact consumption and may play a

changes to eating rate and the effort involved in eating.33,35,38,51,65

greater role in governing food intake than food texture.12–14,16,33,35,59,

More solid, viscous and hard food products have been associated with

60,66,67

35,51,65

Effects of texture on future consumption may further rely on

35,38,51

other factors. In a review by Almiron-Roig et al.10 both inter-meal

which will likely enhance the sensory experience of eating, leading to

interval and energy density were integral in determining energy com-

faster fatigue with the sensory experience,35,38,65,67 and/or enhanced

pensation from different food forms. Expectations and previous learn-

digestive activity, which may enhance post-ingestive feedback

ing may also play a role.73 Thus, although textural parameters might

slower eating rates,

and increased oral exposure time,

36,47–49,51,52,58–60

mechanisms.

More solid, viscous and harder food

not influence subsequent consumption directly, texture might prime

products may also increase the effort required for chewing, again

the tendency to compensate for calories in an energy-rich meal, espe-

enhancing digestive activity,33,35,37,65 although studies by Bolhuis

cially when in solid form73; a suggestion which is in line with broader

33

et al.

65

and Zijlstra et al.

suggest greater impacts of texture on eat-

ing rate as opposed to the effort of eating. The limited impacts on pal-

ideas that cues that predict the presence of nutrients can modify subsequent food intake.7

atability further suggest that effects are a result of the texture

Various aspects of the test situations may also have contributed

manipulation rather than a result of factors affecting food liking or

to our results. Firstly, the pool of studies as analyzed here are limited

hedonic processes.

to only the studies that also measured acceptability, but we have no

It is important however, to put these findings in context. Effect

reason to believe that this subset of studies systematically differs

sizes are small, and some of the effects of texture may be artifacts of

from those that do not measure acceptability. Secondly, many individ-

an artificial test situation, consumption of a food item in

ual studies report effects on appetite ratings that did not translate

40,41

isolation,

consumption of a food item ad libitum, or other con-

straints of the test situation.

40,41,48

into consumption, and so may have been missed by our analyses.31,53

Moreover, manipulations to tex-

Optimal inter-meal intervals for detecting effects may not have been

ture were often extreme,38,48,51,67 and probably greater than can be

used,47 and the use of buffet-style meals in some studies may have

achieved in most commercial products. Many other factors will also

masked differences between conditions.74 Some effects, furthermore,

contribute to determining the amount of a food product that is con-

may occur more as a result of the food components, such as fibers,

sumed in the real world. Beyond individual traits (e.g., age, sex, and

that create texture as opposed to the texture per se,43,44 and some

BMI), portion size and visual cues, previous experience, expectations,

studies suggest effects based on interactions between a products'

and environmental situation, are well recognized to have strong

sensory profile and energy content, such that effects depend on

31,33,35,52,58,59,67,71,72

impacts on everyday food intake.

It is also

appropriate sensory profile for energy content as opposed to sensory

possible that palatability itself effects satiation.16 Some of the indi-

profile per se.32,63,64 As above, acceptability itself may also affect sub-

48,51

vidual studies included in the review report such an effect,

sequent consumption.

hence our interest in acceptability in reference to the sensory and
physical food characteristics that effect satiation, although these
effects of acceptability on satiation were not reported in all studies
that investigated them.57,65 Further consideration of the relative

5.4 | Impacts on satiation but limited impacts on
subsequent consumption

independent effects of texture and acceptability on satiation may be
of interest.

Impacts on satiation and the limited effects on subsequent consumption may add further weight to explanations of effects of textural
parameters that are based on sensory or other aspects of the con-

5.3 | Effects of food texture on subsequent
consumption

sumption experience as opposed to downstream digestive activities.66
In support for this, a recent meta-analysis by Stribiţcaia et al.74 identified eight studies that examined the impact of texture manipulations

The 29 studies that investigated the effects of food texture on

on gut peptide secretion, and did not find conclusive evidence of an

subsequent consumption found limited effects in subsequent

effect.

energy or weight consumed. Heterogeneity between study findings

In relation to the differing effects on satiation and subsequent

was low, and no effects were found if analyses excluded studies

consumption, assessments of satiation also typically involve ad libitum

allowing ad libitum consumption of the preload and in all sensitiv-

consumption of a food/beverage item, whereas measures of subse-

ity analyses. Exclusion of three comparisons where solid and semi-

quent consumption typically involve consumption of a fixed preload

solid preloads were consumed in different manners resulted in

amount. Is it possible that the effects of texture on food intake are

small effects. The 29 studies also demonstrated no differences

only realized when people eat a texture-modified food ad libitum? A

dependent on type of texture manipulation, and no impacts on

positive answer here would have further implications for the value of

acceptability.

these modified food products in everyday life where a fixed amount is

These findings suggest that food texture manipulations have little

typically consumed. A need for strict control in the test situation also

impact on subsequent consumption. These findings may be unsurpris-

questions the generalizability of any effects to the real-world

ing given the myriad factors, including individual, food and

scenario.
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|

Strengths and limitations of the review

5.6

|

Comparison with other reviews

The review was conducted in a systematic manner, and database

Although several previous reviews have investigated the effects of

searches resulted in the accumulation of a large and varied amount of

the sensory or physical characteristics of foods/beverages on food

review evidence on the impacts of food characteristics on satiation

intake,6,7,10,13,14 including a recent systematic review by Stribiţcaia

and subsequent consumption. A reliance on review articles to identify

et al.,74 no other review of which we are aware has investigated these

relevant individual studies may have resulted in a reduced ability to

effects while also considering acceptability. Our work is novel in this

identify more recent work, but the results from the review articles

respect.

were also supplemented with recent individual studies. A reliance on

The previous reviews support our focus on the textural com-

the reviews that focused on textural parameters for RQ2 may also

ponents of foods for impacting food intake, compared to the more

have reduced the individual studies identified, but we have no reason

taste-based characteristics. Most notably, a previous systematic

to suspect that these reviews were not inclusive. Reliance on personal

review and meta-analysis by Almiron-Roig et al.10 found important

awareness for the identification of more recent studies may have

effects on energy intake compensation based on physical form,

again resulted in reduced identification of individual studies, but all

such that compensation was better after solids compared to liq-

suitable studies that were identified in this manner reported null find-

uids, an effect that was also more pronounced in studies using a

ings for effects on satiation or subsequent consumption, and given

shorter inter-meal interval. The recent review by Stribiţcaia et al.74

the general tendency to publish positive findings, we consider any

also found effects as a result of inter-meal interval, where studies

bias to be unlikely. Our data set of individual studies is limited through

with shorter inter-meal intervals (10–15 min) showed effects of

our inclusion of only the studies that also measured acceptability, but

texture on subsequent intake, whereas studies with longer inter-

there is no reason to suggest that this will have resulted in any sys-

meal intervals found no effects. Stribiţcaia et al.74 found limited

tematic differences between the included studies and those excluded.

effects of other textural parameters, although some effects in

Many of these studies furthermore, were conducted by the same

appetite ratings were reported. This review was not restricted to

researchers or in the same laboratories, and the number of relevant

the inclusion of studies that also measured acceptability, but also

individual studies did not allow for good investigation of different

failed to include some of the studies that we have included.

textural parameters. Some of the textural parameters may also be

Despite these differences, the findings of Stribiţcaia et al.74 are

inter-related; chunky foods for example, may be more aerated, more

largely in agreement with ours.

viscous foods may be less aerated. Our classification of textural
parameters assuming independence may be rather basic. However,
we draw no conclusions based on each specific textural parameter—

5.7

|

Implications

our findings refer to textural manipulations in general. We also only
considered the textural characteristics of food products as these had

Our findings suggest that product formulation to result in the devel-

been investigated, and we relied on the identified studies to define

opment of food/beverage products that are harder, chunkier, more

these; that is, we did not find any eligible papers investigating effects

viscous, voluminous, and/or solid may aid reduced consumption of

of textural complexity; thus, we did not consider this textural parame-

that product, with limited impacts on product acceptability. Effect

ter. The total number of participants was also low for a review, but

sizes from the textural manipulations also suggest an average reduc-

these controlled laboratory studies are typically small. Due to this low

tion in immediate consumption of 50 g or 68 kcal. Hill et al.2 suggest

number of participants and the low number of individual studies, cau-

that a reduction in positive energy balance of 100 kcal/day could pre-

tion is required in interpreting our findings, and we have not taken

vent weight gain in 90% of adults, although larger energy deficits will

account of differences in study methodology, for example, based on

likely be needed for weight loss.2,3 Further, the limited impacts of the

participant characteristics, and food product type. We did not collect

textural manipulations on acceptability are likely to facilitate con-

individual-level data from study authors; thus, we are unable to draw

sumer selection and consumption.

conclusions about individual differences. Our use of group-level data

Furthermore, research on energy intake compensation has shown

both for investigating texture and for investigating acceptability may

that people are unlikely to fully compensate their energy intake from

be rather crude in this respect. It is also possible that the impacts of

one eating occasion to the next eating occasion.33 Thus, there is

texture have different impacts on acceptability in different foods

potential for the accumulative acute effects of a texture manipulation

products.33,36 Without further evidence, we can offer no conclusions

to lead to a sustained reduction in energy intake over time, resulting

based on different textural manipulations or their impacts in different

in lower daily energy intakes and benefits for long-term weight man-

product types. We also did not consider appetite ratings as measures

agement. We recommend the future exploration of this possibility,

of satiation or likely subsequent consumption, and our analyses may

together with a detailed assessment of the relative advantages of spe-

be limited by our use of an assumed correlation between within-

cific textural manipulations, in both food and beverage products, in

subjects conditions of 0.7. We did not contact authors and request

different individuals.

these correlations, but if correlations between participants are higher
than this, our analyses will be conservative.

Our findings, however, also suggest that effects are small, and
that any effects of texture are unlikely to extend beyond
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consumption of the product itself. Thus, although harder, chunkier,

about

more viscous, voluminous, and/or solid food products may be con-

+3227710014. The opinions expressed herein and the conclusions of

ILSI

Europe,

please

email

info@ilsieurope.be

or

call

sumed to a lesser amount at the time, effects are limited. Moreover,

this publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily repre

many of the textural manipulations were extreme, and may be

sent the views of ILSI Europe nor those of its member companies

difficult to emulate in the context of commercial product

nor any regulatory authority. Experts are not paid for the time spent

reformulation. Considering amount consumed is often determined

on this work; however, the non-industry members within the expert

by other factors such as portion or pack size, effects may also be

group were offered support for travel and accommodation costs from

further reduced.

the Energy Balance and Eating Behaviour Task Force to attend meet

Limited impacts on acceptability also need to be demonstrated

ings to discuss the manuscript and a small compensatory sum (hono

over repeated experience or sustained choice. Consumer acceptability

rarium) with the option to decline. Thanks are also extended to Cyril

of new approaches is essential for such strategies to be sustainable. In

Marsaux, ILSI Europe, BE, for contributions to the project conceptuali

addition, methodological robustness is necessary. Predicting any

zation and initial setup.

aspect of consumer behavior toward foods in real life situations is
extremely difficult and it is important to consider factors beyond the
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food characteristics themselves. Appropriateness for the situation
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and expected liking, for example, are strong influencers of food
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satisfaction.
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|

Conclusions
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In conclusion, the review evidence collected suggested greatest likely
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effects from the textural parameters of foods/beverages for impacting
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food intake. Further consideration of the relevant individual studies

zation, and agreement—all authors.

demonstrated increased satiation from foods/beverages that are harder, chunkier, more viscous, voluminous, and/or more solid, while
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